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A GLIMPSE INTO CeCo
by Lutlwell Sibley

he C. E. Manufacturing Company of Providence,
Rhode Island, supplied many of the tubes found in
radios of 1925-3 1. Named from the initials of its

founders, Messrs. Coby and Egnatofl it had a plant at702
Eddy St. First advertising tubes in 1925, it styled itself
"[the] largest exclusive tube manufacturers in the world"
as of 1927 . By 1928 it claimed to have "over 3 million
tubes in use," a figure raised to l0 million in 1930.

As with many other independent tube producers of the day,
CeCo sought a unique market niche via innovative tubes,
notably the 4C22, an ac-heated version of the UX-222
screen-gnd tube. Introduced in June of 1928, the AC22
pre-dated RCA's better known UY-224 by almost ayear.
CeCo produced the Pl "CeCo AC Pentode" in early 1930

not a pentode as usually known, but a modified
UY -2244 with a space-charge grid between the cathode
and control gnd. With only five base pins and a top cap

available, the space-charge gnd had to be wired out to a
screw terminal .on the base. Written up in the April 1930
issue sf Radio-Craft, this tube showed up as the RF stage

in the Norden-Hauck DX-5 receiver (Rider Vol. I). It was

said to give a high mutual conductance of 2500 pmhos, vs.

1050 for the 24A.

After selling the company to chief engineer Ernest Kauer
in l928,the three fourders got back into the tube business
via the Triad Manufacturing Company, another "name" in
tubes of the '30s, based in nearby Pawtucket. Triad sold

tubes in spiffy triangular cartons and sponsored the

"Triadors" on the NBC Blue Network. It continued the

use of letter designations like "T -24-A" for its tubes.

CeCo kept a high profile at the start of the Depression.

Tryrng to diversify into the transmitting-tube business, it
claimed in 1930 to operate experimental station WIXAC
for testing power tub€s. CeCo introduced power pentodes

P5 and P6, and its version of the 866 mercury rectifier. It
praised as past achievements its (today unknown) 8-406
and B-409 tubes. However, tube manufacturers not owned
by set-makers were generally caught in the overcapacity of
the tube industry of 'the time, and suffered from being
limited to only renewal business.

CeCo senns to have submerged about mid- 193 t. After a

later sale, it made quartztransmitting crystals during WW
il. Departurg from manufacturing, the company evenfually
became CeCo Communications, a distributor of tubes
located at 2lI5 Avenue X in Brooklyn In the last few
years it became absorbed into tube maker/distributor
Richardson Electronics.

The following mini-history is from a letter by George

Coby, then of the'Coby Glass Products Co., 2 Mill St.,

Lonsdale, RI, dated Feb. l, 195 7 , to Joseph Fetsch at the

New York Naval Shipyard.

"About CECO Manufacturing, you have reached the right



man I originally started

CECOwith Mr. Egnatoff who
passed away a number of years

ago. Mr. Cepek joined us after
the company was started.

"I started experimenting and

began work in 1921. Then, I
remained President of CECO and

Mr. Egnatoff as Treasurer, with
Mr. Cepek our associ ate, until
1929 when we sold the company.
In the Spring of 1930, we started
TRIAD Manufacturing which we

continued until 1940.

"When we sold CECO, it was

absorbed by a Chicago banking
organi zation who made Ernest

Kauer its President. He had been

an engineer for us, with previous
experience at Westinghouse.

"When we first started CECO, our original tube was [theJ

201A, and the second was [the] 199. . . the third tube was

a power tube which we called 280 and later was known as

80. From there, we went up to 50 watt tubes and to the

new cathode tube.

"I am sorry to say . . . that I do not have tubes or even

blueprints left. When we finally had to give up in 1940,

with competition so keen and so strong, and new

Figure 2. Like other vendors such as Sonora and Van Horne, CeCo made
variants of "standard" types under its own letter designations as shown above.
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Figure 1. Ad from Radio News, September 1925. This is probably the same
copy as their first (August) ad. CeCo is not listed in the Novembr 1924 Radio
Trade Directory,bulis in the August 1925 directory issue.

developments coming so fast that it was almost impossible

to set up enough equipment to keep up with the market, I
was so disgusted and disheartened with the whole business

that I did not want to keep anything from it around. They

seemed only to be sad reminders to me. Now, of course,

I wish I had."

The years 1929 and 1930 cited in the letter are not precise,

being apparently about a year after the actual events, but
that's how peoples' memories work years after the fact.

Material by courtesy of tube collector-historian Jerry
Vanicek.

The followittg bit of local

boosterism is from the "Book
of Rhode Island," 1930, a

Chamber of Commerce

publication. Source is a typed
extract in the FetschA/anicek
files.

THE CECO
MANUFACTURING CO., INC.

The CeCo Manufacturing
Co., lnc., one of the largest
exclusive makers of radio
tubes in the world, was
founded in 1924 and owns and
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01-B Low-current 201A
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AC-22 UX-222 (ac heater)
AX UX-201A (Bakelite base)
B UV-199 (brass base)
BX UX-199 (intermediate size)
C UX-199 (WX-12 style base)
D D-G gas rectifier (like the
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operates one of the largest and most modern plants in
the radio tube industry. This position of leadership is
atFibuted to the outstanding quality of CeCo tubes.

Ernest Kauer, President of the company, is well and
favorably krcwn for the liberal and far sighted policy with
whic*r he has guided the business.

The plant in whiclr CeGo tubes were first produced
was a on+story hick building. By adherence to a policy
of constant progress and the use of only the finest
materials, CeCo today has outgrown two sizeable
factories and has recently opened at 1200 Eddy Street,
Providence, the largest plant in America devoted
exclusively to the manufacture of radio tubes. This new
addition gives the @mpany over three and one-half acres
of floor space in which 1,OOO workers are employed.

CeCo Manufacilr,rring Company has on its staff some
of the leading tube engineers in the industry. lt also has
an especially well equipped laboratory in which many
interesting and far readring experiments are constantly

being conducted.
The services of the engineering research department

are at the disposal of manufacturers, wholesalers,
retailers and others seeking information on tubes or other
radio equipment.

The new factory contains the latest and finest in
testing equipment. Every device known to science is
employed to keep flawless the tone quality of CeCo tubes
- to insure their sturdiness and durability and to constantly
make progress in the development of new tubes.

ln addition to making tubes for every radio purpose
the company entertains the great army of radio listeners
with the prog!'am of the "CeCo Couriers," which is
broadcast every Monday night over the Columbia
Broadcasting System.

Convincing evidence of the public confidence in
CeC,o products is found in the fact that the company has
been forced to increase its production capacity to fifteen
times its original size in the last five years.

Behind the Front Panelby David Rutland
book revian by Brian Belanger

really liked Behind the Front Panelt I think such a

book is definitely needed. Author David Rutland is a
retired electrical engineer, who, among other things,

helped to design an early computer at UCLA in 1950 that
employed over 3000 vacuum tubes. (We've come a long

way. Imagine the size of the pile of 6SN7s that it would
take to match the computing power of today's Pentium

chip.) Rutland is a good writer, and his book is an easy

and pleasant read.

Rutland covers very well how radio technology evolved
during the 1920s. This 186-page paperback book might
be a little hard to follow in places for someone with no

experience whatever in radio and electronics--someone

who had never seen a schematic diagram before. But
anyone familiar just with the very basics of electronics

should have little trouble following most of the discussion.

It would be particularly useful for someone just coming
into antique radio who wants to understand Lgz}s-vintage
circuits such as the reflex" inverse duplex, Neutrodyne, and

regenerative sets. Rutland explains these along with
circuits with trade names such as the Browning-Drake, the

Superflex, and the Isofarad. I wish I had had this book
when I first got interested in antique radio. Even though
I have been a radio collector for about fifteen years, I
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learned a few things I didn't know about some of the more

obscure 1920s circuits and why they were done the way
they were.

The book includes quite a few clear black and white
photos and lots of schematics which help illustrate the

points being made. The comprehensiveness of the

explanations varies from topic to topic. I thought the

discussion of the need for neutrahzation and Neutrodyne

receivers wils thorough By confras| Rutland mentions the

advantages of usin g a C-battery to bias the grid, but he

doesn't include enough material about tube characteristic

curves to show the reader why the C-battery is needed and

what the negative bias accomplishes in terms of the

operating point of the tube.

The book includes a fairly extensive list of references.

The listing is heavy on articles from Radio News and QST,
but needs more references to classic articles in the

Proceedings of the IRE (Institute of Radio Engineers) to
really be complete.

I found a few statements in the book that I didn't think
wero right. Rutland states that Bakelite is black. Well, it
often is, but Bakelite can be brown, too, depending on
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